
Operations Intern

EstateBox is a comprehensive life and legacy planning platform that leverages a user-friendly
process to create a virtual "box" that contains the key details and documents that relate to
your estate.  Estatebox's life planning features keep users up-to-date on important
documents (like passports and driver's licenses) and our legacy planning features will ensure
loved ones have immediate access to important documents (like wills or banking contacts) in
the event of a user’s passing.

Diversity, inclusion and belonging are deeply rooted in the principle values of EstateBox and,
as such, we believe in hiring employees regardless of race, religion, colour, national origin,
gender expression or identity, sexual orientation, age, marital status, or disability status. We
are committed to providing an accessible candidate experience - if you need any
accommodations or adjustments throughout the interview process and beyond, please let us
know.

We are seeking a driven, self-motivated, creative, enthusiastic Operations Intern to join us!

As our Operations Intern, you will collaborate with the CEO and VP, Marketing in all areas of
their work.  You will primarily assist with marketing and sales, but also assist with HR,
administrative tasks, and accounting management. Your insightful contribution will help
develop, expand and maintain our sales reach and keep our business rolling.

Duties/responsibilities
● Strategizing, planning, creating and scheduling digital content for our social media

platforms including facebook, instagram, linkedin, youtube and pinterest.
● Creating and managing digital communications including website updates,

newsletters and social posts.
● Managing digital technologies and software integrations
● Creating a variety of digital-based content including email campaigns, blogs, stories,

posts, videos, tutorials, etc.
● Managing and engaging comments from our community through content and

relationship building.
● Managing current relationships with industry influencers and partners, as well as

engaging in new relationships with influencers to optimize our community.
● Write Search Engine Optimized content for our blog.
● Perform competitive analysis
● Source prospects for sales outreach and build up a CRM
● Support sales efforts in daily administrative tasks
● Prepare promotional presentations and pitch decks



● Support product development, including research for future features

Who you are
● You’re a self-starter - you are driven and consistently find yourself in interesting and

engaging projects and initiatives
● You’re organized - you’re punctual, structured and can navigate large amounts of data

with ease
● You’re entrepreneurial by nature - you’re resourceful, creative and able to see the

opportunity in everything
● You’re a problem solver - you’re able to navigate through difficult or tricky situations

and push through to find a solution that goes above the expectations of the
stakeholders involved

Knowledge/skills
● Hands-on learner, no job too big or too small. Not afraid to dive in, make suggestions

and learn on the go
● Have strong verbal and written communication skills
● Ability to work independently and with a team
● Demonstrates the ability to multi-task by wearing many hats and jumping in where

needed to support the growth and success of EstateBox’s business goals and
initiatives

Requirements
● A post-secondary degree, or currently studying, in the field of business,

marketing, design, digital communications, arts, or computer science.
● Ideally, familiarity with marketing computer software and online applications (e.g.

CRM tools)
● Proficient with Google Docs, PPT and Canva
● Strong analytics and quantitative skills

Work Environment
EstateBox has been incorporated for only one year. As a young start-up, we are strongly
committed to hard work, creativity, and having fun while producing results. Furthermore,
there are opportunities to develop materials and work on projects depending on your
interests.  As a small team, you will have the opportunity to work closely with our CEO.

This position will be remote. We communicate primarily over Slack, email and Google Meet.

Position Details
● 35 hours/wk
● $20 per hour
● Number of roles available: 1
● Work term: June 26 to Dec 28, 2021, or earlier
● Please note this position is conditional upon grant funding
● To apply, please email your cover letter and resume in one PDF file to

info@estatebox.ca


